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Abstract

Dialogue systems that process user contri-
butions only in chunks bounded by silence
miss opportunities for producing helpful
signals, such as backchannel utterances
concurrent with the ongoing utterance—
to the detriment of interaction quality. We
survey in some detail what we call ‘sub-
utterance’ phenomena, which such an ap-
proach misses, and then discuss two ap-
proaches to overcoming this limitation.
The first is to add a ‘reactive layer’ to an
otherwise unchanged, utterance-based di-
alogue manager. The other approach, less
often taken, is to make the dialogue man-
ager itself capable of producing such re-
actions. To explore the viability of such
an approach, we sketch a dialogue man-
agement strategy capable of working at a
sub-utterance level.

1 Introduction

It is generally agreed that human language pro-
cessing in dialogue proceeds continuously (i.e.,
not at certain points in bulk, but at all times
during the contribution of the other participant)
and incrementally (with new bits of information
building on previous ones, forming larger units);
see e.g. (Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1981). This
is a fact that manifests itself in subtle phenom-
ena like eye movement patterns, studied in psy-
cholinguistics (Tanenhaus et al., 1995), but also in
‘surface-phenomena’ like backchannel utterances
(“uhu”), studied in Conversation Analysis for ex-
ample (e.g., Schegloff (1982)).

Dialogue systems, but also dialogue theo-
ries, are, in contrast, more utterance-oriented.
They typically discretise dialogue into utterance-
chunks, either for technical reasons (simpler seg-
mentation boundary detection) or for theoretical

ones (propositions as smallest unit).1

In this paper, we focus on what we label ‘sub-
utterance phenomena’, and ask how we can equip
dialogue systems with the capability to produce
and understand those. We discuss two possible
approaches, one where additional machinery takes
care of such phenomena, and another where the
dialogue manager is adapted more fundamentally.
As the latter is an approach that is less represented
in the literature than the former, we sketch an ap-
proach to dialogue management that promises to
enable this strategy.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. We first survey in some detail the phenom-
ena of interest, looking at what may be appropriate
reactions to user contributions that exhibit them,
and what may be internal events that might require
a system to produce them. We then discuss the
two approaches to modelling such phenomena and
sketch our attempts at the second type of approach.

2 Sub-Utterance Phenomena

So far we have used the term “sub-utterance phe-
nomenon” informally. To make more precise what
we mean by it, we need to explain in a bit more
detail the way that most current dialogue process
user contributions: In such systems, the speech
recogniser delivers output only once it has de-
tected silence of a certain duration (often some-
thing between 750 and 1500ms, (Ferrer et al.,
2002)). Hence, the unit for processing for later
modules is a continuous stretch of user speech
ending in silence. This segmentation is performed
without input from later modules (like parsers of
dialogue managers), and those later modules only
see complete utterance units. “Sub-utterance phe-

1With the notable exceptions of, on the theoretical side,
PTT (Poesio and Traum, 1997; Poesio and Rieser, 2010) and
Dynamic Syntax (Cann et al., 2005), and on the implemen-
tational side (DeVault and Stone, 2003; Aist et al., 2007;
Skantze and Schlangen, 2009).



nomena”, in our use of the term, then are all phe-
nomena that make reference to units smaller than
such silence-bounded speech chunks.

Table 1 gives an illustration of the types of phe-
nomena we are interested in here. We divide our
analysis of the phenomena into what possible sys-
tem reactions are to user-produced sub-utterance
phenomena, and what internal system events could
be that require a system to produce them.

2.1 System Reactions to User-Produced
Sub-Utterance Phenomena

Hesitations The first phenomenon we look at,
hesitations, or more specifically, unfilled pauses,
poses a direct problem to the approach to contri-
bution segmentation sketched above. As this ap-
proach uses silence to endpoint the user utterance,
there is a danger of wrongly endpointing during a
hesitation, and being left with an incomplete utter-
ance (and confusion when the user then resumes
talking). Hence, as a ‘minimal’ type of reaction
to a hesitation we would ideally like the dialogue
system to not confuse it with an utterance end,
and to simply wait for the speaker to continue. A
more sophisticated system could offer signals of
support, such as backchannel utterances, or even
cooperative replies such as suggesting words the
speaker may be looking for, or even completing
the utterance for her. (See for example (Clark,
1996) for a discussion of such strategies.)

A more subtle effect of hesitations, and disflu-
encies in general, has been discussed in the psy-
cholinguistics literature: under certain conditions,
dialogue participants seem to draw conclusions
from the fact that a speaker is disfluent. When
producing descriptions of objects, disfluencies can
be taken as indication that an object with a non-
obvious name is being described (Brennan and
Schober, 2001; Bailey and Ferreira, 2007; Arnold
et al., 2007); a system that can attend to sub-
utterance phenomena could make use of such im-
plications (Schlangen et al., 2009).

Backchannel Utterances Backchannel utter-
ances are “short messages such as yes and uh-
huh”, which are given “without relinquishing the
turn” (Yngve, 1970, p. 568). Ward and Tsukahara
(2000, p.1182) give a more formal definition:

Back-channel feedback:
(D1) responds directly to the content of
an utterance of the other,
(D2) is optional, and

(D3) does not require acknowledgement
by the other.

From these descriptions, we can directly de-
rive what reactions of a dialogue system to user
backchannel utterances should be. First, they
should not be taken as an attempt by the user to
take the floor (D3). This requires fast recognition
of the user utterance as a backchannel (and not an
interruption, discussed below). This would enable
the system to simply ignore such utterances. But
such a strategy would disregard observation (D1),
namely that these utterances nevertheless are reac-
tions to the content of the system’s own ongoing
utterance. It seems more appropriate, then, to take
into account the role BC plays for grounding, the
process of reaching a common understanding of
the ongoing dialogue (Clark and Schaefer, 1989;
Clark, 1996). At the very least, BCs signal ‘con-
tinued attention’, and it may be useful to represent
this fact in the system (perhaps in order to draw
inferences from the absence of such signals). If
this effect is to be modelled, then timing informa-
tion becomes important, in order to determine to
which parts of the utterance the BC may be react-
ing.

Interruptions Concurrent speech from the user
that is not classified as a BC should be treated as
an interruption. Again, there are various degrees
of sophistication possible in reactions to interrup-
tions. A sensible default behaviour perhaps is to
simply stop talking. Ideally, a system would also
be informed where exactly, after which parts of the
own utterance, the interruption occurred. How-
ever, an interruption need not necessarily lead to
a turn-change: in certain situations, a system may
be interested in trying to hold the turn and to con-
tinue talking.

Turn-Taking One of the immediately striking
features of human–human dialogue is that transi-
tions between speakers are often seamless, with
very little gap or overlap ((Jaffé and Feldstein,
1970; Sacks et al., 1974; Beattie and Barnard,
1979)). Such seamless transitions can obviously
not be achieved with the segmentation model
sketched above, which relies on gaps to determine
whether a speaker wants to release the turn. Other
cues within the utterance must hence be respon-
sible for the other being able to determine when
to take the turn. (This is why we include this
under “sub-utterance” phenomena here, given our



Phenomenon Example
Hesitation (HES) A: From Boston uhm on Monday.

Backchannel (BC) A: From Boston on Monday.
B: Mhm

Interruption (INT) A: From Boston on-
B: Sorry, Boston airport is closed!

Turn-Taking (TT) A: From Boston.
B: Erm, hang on, I’ll check.

Relevant Non- A: From Boston on Monday
Linguistic Act (RNLA) Sys: [Boston lights up on map]

Table 1: Examples of Sub-Utterance Phenomena in Dialogue

endpointing-based definition of utterance.) There
is a rich literature on what exactly the nature of
these signals might be, syntax, semantics / prag-
matics or prosody (see, inter alia, (Ferrer et al.,
2002; Ford and Thompson, 1996; Caspers, 2003;
Koiso et al., 1998; Sato et al., 2002; Ferrer et al.,
2003; Schlangen, 2006)). Assuming that our sys-
tem could detect such signals, what would be the
appropriate reaction? Looking at human–human
dialogue, it seems that even in cases where a con-
tentful reply isn’t immediately ready, it is a good
strategy to acknowledge the obligation to take the
turn by producing non-committal “hedges” such
as erm (Norrick, 2009), as in the TT example in
Table 1.

Relevant Non-Linguistic Actions So far, we
have restricted the discussion to linguistic reac-
tions. In situations where other modalities are
available (that is, in face-to-face settings), it can
also be appropriate to react non-linguistically to
ongoing utterances. An example for such a reac-
tion is shown in Table 1. We will discuss more
examples below in Section 4. (One could also sub-
sume under this heading non-verbal actions ex-
pression functions listed above, such as head-nods
as backchannel signals. We however restrict this
category here to actions that are non-linguistic in
a wider sense.)

With regards to their immediate discourse ef-
fect, RNLA are related to (one aspect of) backchan-
nels: they indicate some degree of understanding
of the ongoing utterance. In fact, they give much
deeper evidence of understanding than BCs, in that
they display what this understanding is (Clark and
Schaefer, 1989). A system capable of register-
ing a user’s RNLA should then use them to check
whether the displayed understanding is congruent
with the intended effect of the utterance-so-far. If

it is, that part of the utterance can be taken as un-
derstood; if not, corrective measures can be taken,
such as providing more information or directly
correcting the user’s understanding.

2.2 System Conditions Triggering Production
of Sub-Utterance Phenomena

We now turn to a discussion of the conditions un-
der which a system might want to produce such
phenomena itself.

Hesitations Hesitations in human speech are
normally seen as reflecting planning problems
(Levelt, 1989; Clark and Fox Tree, 2002), for ex-
ample due to problems with lexical access. Given
current language generation architectures (The-
une, 2003) and how they differ to human language
generation (for example, with lexical access as an
error-free database look-up, no incremental for-
mulation, etc), there doesn’t seem to be a natu-
ral reason for dialogue systems to produce hes-
itations. It is an interesting, but to our knowl-
edge unresearched question whether simulating
such problems could have interactional benefits—
one could speculate that inferences from the fact
that production is disfluent (as mentioned above;
a disfluent description might be of a hard-to-name
object) could be usefully triggered in this way.

Backchannel Utterances The situation is dif-
ferent for backchannel utterances. Systems work-
ing in more conversational settings may well profit
from being able to produce backchannel utter-
ances. Mirroring what was said above about the
interpretation of BCs, their production should ide-
ally reflect a desire to signal the grounding status
(as ‘acoustically perceived’) of material concur-
rently to the continuation of the utterance. Al-
ternatively, one could tie the production of BCs
closer to the user’s utterance, assuming that there



are indeed ‘backchannel-inviting cues’ (Ward and
Tsukahara, 2000; Gravano and Hirschberg, 2009);
we discuss this approach below.

Interruptions A system that is continuously
monitoring the user’s input may want to interrupt
for the same reasons that a human might do so: to
be able to immediately address some parts of the
utterance (for example challenging its truth), or to
make a choice in a long list of alternatives. An-
other reason for interrupting the user can be that
some other event occurs that requires notification
of the user with high priority; this could happen in
applications where the system controls and mon-
itors some real-world objects (Boye et al., 2000;
Lemon et al., 2002). As such interruptions are the-
matically unrelated to the user utterance, they can
be performed without continuous understanding of
the user utterance.

Turn-Taking Ideally, a dialogue system would
plan its utterances in such a way that turn-endings
can be projected easily by the user. As discussed
above, there is a variety of candidate cues that may
be appropriate here; one that may be in reach is
the variation of prosodic structure (e.g., using ris-
ing pitch to indicate non-finality; see e.g. (Caspers,
2003)). Moreover, devices for preparing for longer
turns could be used (“Let me list the possible op-
tions.”).

Relevant Non-Linguistic Actions Together
with BCs, RNLAs form the class of production
behaviours that seem most promising for systems
in the near-term. If a modality other than speech
is available, it may be advantageous to use it
for displaying understanding. We will discuss
examples below.

3 Two Approaches

Having surveyed the phenomena, we now turn to
describing two possible directions for changes to
the current dialogue system architecture model,
which relies on full-utterance-based processing.
Our question will be to what extent these changes
bring the phenomena into the reach of the dia-
logue systems—with the underlying assumption
that making systems capable of handling these
phenomena will make them more natural (Ward
et al., 2005; Edlund et al., 2008). Before we do
so, we need to say just a little bit more about
one component of dialogue systems, the dialogue
manager. We define this as that component (or

Figure 1: Schematic view of the architectural
choices

collection of components) which a) computes ap-
propriate updates to the context given the new in-
coming material (which in traditional systems is
the endpointed utterance in one block), and b)
computes the system reaction to this update. We
can then characterise the two directions according
to what they modify. In the reactive approach,
the dialogue manager still works on full utter-
ances only, but does not remain the only place that
computes reactions; rather, a further component
is added that works on sub-utterance information
and controls some system actions. In the incre-
mental DM approach, the dialogue manager re-
mains the only module responsible for computing
system behaviour, but the basis on which it does so
is changed, by allowing updates triggered by units
smaller than the utterance.

Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the two pos-
sibilities: in a system with a reactive layer, con-
tinuous information flows (along the dashed lines)
from “input-side” modules (the boxes on the left;
let’s say speech recognition and natural language
understanding module) to a separate reactive DM
module. This module can decide independently
on the need for ‘reactive behaviour’, e.g. BCs.
Meanwhile, the usual utterance-sized information
flows along the normal channel (the solid lines),
from the input modules into the dialogue man-
ager, which computes system reactions concerning
the “official business” of the dialogue as in nor-
mal systems. In a fully incremental system, on
the other hand, continuous information can travel
along the normal pathway, and the main DM itself
is reactive enough to decide on reactions like BCs.

3.1 Keeping the Dialogue Manager, Adding a
Reactive Layer

The strategy of adding a ‘reactive layer’ to an
otherwise largely unchanged dialogue system ar-
chitecture is the more prominent in the literature;



despite differences in detail, (Thórisson, 2002;
Lemon et al., 2003; Raux and Eskenazi, 2007)
can all be categorised in this way. It is clearly
an attractive strategy, as it allows one to keep
tried-and-tested traditional dialogue management
paradigms; we will explore here to what extent it
can cover the behaviours listed in the previous sec-
tion.

Hesitations We have explained above that hes-
itations pose a big problem for systems that rely
on silence thresholding for determining the end
of a user contribution. A system with a reactive
layer that has continuous access to more informa-
tion than just voice activity can improve on this.
Raux and Eskenazi (2008) describe such a sys-
tem, where continuous information from a voice
activity detector is combined with continuous in-
formation from a language understanding compo-
nent that works on hypotheses of what was said
so far. Using a simple proxy for detecting se-
mantic completeness (“are expected slots already
filled?”), their system can classify silences and
use optimised thresholds, overall improving the la-
tency of the replies. Note that the architectural
changes only concern the additional layer; once
the endpointing decision is made, all further up-
dates and computations of system reactions are
made by the unchanged dialogue manager.

Backchannel Utterances We’ve described
above as one possible reaction to a user backchan-
nel utterance to simply ignore them. For this,
a system with a reactive layer would need the
capability to quickly classify incoming audio from
the user during a system utterance as backchannel
or genuine interruption. A backchannel utterance
could then simply be withheld from the rest of
the system. (Note that this strategy entails that
none of the discourse effects of BCs described
above can be modelled.) We are not aware of any
implemented system that makes use of such a
strategy.

On the production side, a reactive layer
could decide to produce a backchannel utterance
in response to so called “backchannel-inviting
cues” (Ward and Tsukahara, 2000; Gravano and
Hirschberg, 2009), which are prosodic and lexical
features of the utterance. (Their presence could
presumably be detected on the basis of continuous
information comparable to what was described in
the previous section.) (Beskow et al., 2009) have

shown that it is indeed possible, at least for short
whiles, to plausibly accompany user speech with
BCs produced as reaction to such cues. How-
ever, there is a danger in decoupling BCs from
actual grounding state. The reactive layer and
the main dialogue manager can get out of sync,
as illustrated in (1) (constructed; system is B), a
situation where the reactive layer produced BCs
and hence signalled at least some form of under-
standing, which however isn’t backed up by the
main dialogue manager, which requests clarifica-
tion. This shows that some form of synchroni-
sation is needed in such an architecture, if be-
haviours produced by the reactive layer commit
the system publicly to a certain discourse state.

(1) A: Take the green block
B: uhu
A: and place i:t in the
B: yeah?
A: middle of the board.
B: OK.
B: I’m sorry, what did you say?

Interruptions, Turn-Taking From the perspec-
tive of a system with a reactive layer, these two
phenomena are flip-sides of being able to deal with
BCs and HES, respectively: if those phenomena
are classified correctly, appropriate reactions to
these phenomena can be made as well. For INT,
that could be to stop talking (but again presumably
losing information about what did get said), for
TT this would be to start talking, or, if nothing is
prepared, to produce a turn-initial non-committal
signal like “erm”.

Relevant Non-Linguistic Actions This seems
to be an area where just adding a reactive layer
cannot help. There must be a way to compute the
relevance of such an action to what was already
said, and for this, it seems, proper context updates
have to be performed on such partial inputs. This
is what the kind of architecture we turn to next
promises to be able to do.

3.2 Incrementalising the Dialogue Manager

With some reflection, it should be clear that a sys-
tem with an incremental dialogue manager (per-
haps fed with more than just output of what is typ-
ically the previous module, NLU) can do at least
that what was described above for the reactive-
layer approach, as it is a proper superset. As such
an approach has, to our knowledge, not been de-
scribed in the literature, the more interesting ques-



tion is whether something like this is actually prac-
tically possible. (There is important prior work:
(Allen et al., 2001) describe a general architec-
ture for dialogue systems that somewhat falls un-
der this heading; however, the focus there is more
on architecture and no general DM strategy is de-
scribed. Similarly, (Skantze and Schlangen, 2009)
describe an implemented system that to some ex-
tent realises incremental DM, but again, the DM
strategy is not the focus of that paper.)

We hence will not go through the list of phe-
nomena again but instead devote the remaining
space to sketching what a plausible incremental
dialogue management approach could look like.
Before we turn to this, we should note that a pre-
condition of such an approach is that the modules
feeding into the dialogue manager also work in-
crementally; recent work suggests that this pre-
condition can be met (incremental ASR (Bau-
mann et al., 2009); incremental NLU (Atterer and
Schlangen, 2009; Schlangen et al., 2009; Atterer
et al., 2009); generation (Kilger and Finkler, 1995;
Otsuka and Purver, 2003)).

4 Sketch of an Incremental Dialogue
Manager

For concreteness, we set ourselves the task here to
model BC and RNLA behaviour with an incremen-
tal dialogue manager. What is needed to achieve
this? First, a context representation that can be
updated with partial information and that tracks
grounding state (and how it is influenced by per-
forming BCs and also RNLAs), and second, rules
that compute when to perform these behaviours.

Perhaps surprisingly, it turns out that not very
many deep conceptual changes are needed to get
this from extant dialogue modelling paradigms.
(2) shows the structure of the plan of an infor-
mation state update-based system to provide ticket
price information (from (Larsson, 2002, p.52)).

(2) ISSUE: ?x.price(x)
PLAN: 〈
findout(?x.means of transport(x)),
findout(?x.dest city(x)),
findout(?x.depart city(x)),
findout(?x.depart month(x)),
findout(?x.depart day(x)),
findout(?x.depart class(x)),
consultDB(?x.price(x))

〉

The items in this plan are questions that the sys-
tem must get answered in order to handle the is-
sue of providing price information. Raising them
in the form of a sequence of questions, however,
is what leads to the typical slightly rigid structure
characteristic of dialogues with enquiry-based sys-
tems (“how do you want to travel?”, “Where do
you want to go?”, “When?”, etc. etc.). The as-
signment of each bit of necessary information to
a separate question, and hence a separate user re-
ply, appears somewhat unnatural; and this is in-
deed is reflected by the often made observation
that human users tend to react to such restricted
questions with what in the field of dialogue system
design is called overanswering, that is by provid-
ing more information than the question taken on
its own asks for (McTear, 2004).

If we remove the direct connection between the
questions in the plan and expected utterances, and
allow the user to address more than one of those
question within a single utterance, and without
them having been raised explicitly, we have made
a first step towards an incremental dialogue man-
ager. We then also note that the utterance bits an-
swering individual questions (e.g. “I want to fly...”,
“...from Amsterdam...”, “...on Monday”) seem like
good candidates for chunks that can be acknowl-
edged by BCs.

Figure 2 shows an example of the information
state format used in a system we are currently
building.2 The domain of the system is construct-
ing a puzzle, where the user controls the computer
to select and move around pieces, getting imme-
diate visual feedback. The structure shown is our
equivalent of a Question-Under-Discussion stack
(Ginzburg, 1996), and is to be read as follows. In
angle brackets, all information is grouped together
that the system needs to collect to perform one do-
main action. Here, we have the actions take and
delete; the curly brackets indicate that they are al-
ternatives. I.e., the system needs to collect infor-
mation about which action to perform, and about
which tile to perform it on. (Here, both actions
have the same parameter, but that is just a coin-
cidence). After the first semicolon, we specify
what an appropriate RNLA is when the informa-
tion chunk specified in this line has been provided.
E.g., once we know that the action to perform is

2We should note that we are in the early stages of the re-
alisation of the system. While first experiments indicate that
the concepts sketched here should work, the devil will, as al-
ways, be in the details of the implementation.



{< a ( 1 action=A=take; 2 prepare(A) ; 3 U),
( 4 tile=T ; 5 highlight(T) ; 6 U),
( 7 ; 8 execute(A,T) ; 9 U) >

< b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A) ;12 U),
(13 tile=T ;14 highlight(T) ;15 U),
(16 ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

Figure 2: Example Information State

take, we can prepare for this action. The last col-
umn in each row records the resolution/grounding
state: has this question / bit of information been
resolved / provided? Has the provided value been
grounded with the user? Etc. The last line finally
records what to do when all bits of information
have been collected.

The idea now is that users can provide this infor-
mation (initially) unprompted and within one (or
more) utterance(s), and that it is “struck out” im-
mediately once provided. Additionally, both BC
and RNLA feedback can be given during the utter-
ance. In the appendix, we give two worked ex-
amples that illustrate some nice consequences of
this setup: replies to RNLAs mid-utterance (e.g.,
after highlighting a piece, a “right” and then a con-
tinuation of the utterance), and delivery in install-
ments with trial intonation (Clark, 1996) can be
modelled.

5 Conclusion

We have surveyed what we call “sub-utterance
phenomena”, that is, phenomena that require pro-
cessing in a dialogue system of units smaller than
full utterances. We have discussed two possible
approaches to such processing, namely either pro-
viding a parallel structure that takes care of some
reactive behaviours, or else making the system
as a whole more responsive and able to process
small units of user input. We should stress that
we do not necessarily favour one approach over
the other. If the emphasis is on keeping a legacy
dialogue model, then adding a reactive layer is a
good way to increase reactivity. If however the
emphasis is on full semantic modelling, we think
that an incremental dialogue manager may have
some advantages—despite being a paradigm that
clearly needs more work to be fully understood.
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APPENDIX

Delete {del} neg.resolves 1,
pos.resolves 10
-> "resolved, private"

{< a ( 1 action=A=take; 2 prepare(A)   ; 3 U),
     ( 4 tile=T       ; 5 highlight(T) ; 6 U),
     ( 7              ; 8 execute(A,T) ; 9 U) >

 < b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 U),
     (13 tile=T       ;14 highlight(T) ;15 U),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

 

{< b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 RP),
     (13 tile=T       ;14 highlight(T) ;15 U),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

10.prepare(del)

adds RNLA to
TODO cursors turns

into cross

X
display of 
understanding
can be ACKd

{< c (19 10.correct=C=y ;20               ; I) >
 < d (21 10.correct=C=n ;22 undo(11),reset; I) >}
{< b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 RD),
     (13 tile=T       ;14 highlight(T) ;15 U),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

the
green

cross

{t2,t4}

{t2}

relevant(13) !res(13)
relevant next contr.,
downdates "corr?",19

res(13)

{< b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 RDA),
     (13 tile=T       ;14 highlight(T) ;15 U),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

{< b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 RDA),
     (13 tile=t2      ;14 highlight(t2);15 RP),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 RP) >}

16.execute(del,t2)  13.highlight(t2)

adds RNLAs
to TODO
(17, because
all pars are resd.)

{< c (27 16.correct=C=y ;28               ; I) >
 < d (29 16.correct=C=n ;29 undo(17),reset; I) >}
{< c (23 13.correct=C=y ;24               ; I) >
 < d (25 13.correct=C=n ;26 undo(14),reset; I) >}
...Great!

...

{yes}
resolves all implicit
qs it's relevant to

remove neg.res'd
entries; for 
pos.resd, add RNLA 
to TODO

if topmost item is 
impl-corr? question 
and input is relevant 
to item below, 
downdate corr

successfull 
execution of RNLA 
puts implicit corr? 
ques on QUD

X

Example 1. Columns are, from left to right: user utterance, semantics, updates and resulting information state (consisting of
QUD and TO-DO field), system reaction, and comments. Utterance of delete eliminates other candidate (take) from QUD,
triggers visible action (cursor turns into cross), which implicitly raises question “was this correct?”. Question is answered by
relevant continuation (“the green. . . ”), and hence removed.

{< a ( 1 action=A=take; 2 prepare(A)   ; 3 U),
     ( 4 tile=T       ; 5 highlight(T) ; 6 U),
     ( 7              ; 8 execute(A,T) ; 9 U) >

 < b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 U),
     (13 tile=T       ;14 highlight(T) ;15 U),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

the
green
cross

{t2,t4}

{t2} resolves 4,13

take
that

relevant to 4,13, doesn't resolve either

 

{< a ( 1 action=A=take; 2 prepare(A)   ; 3 U),
     ( 4 tile=t2      ; 5 highlight(t2); 6 RP),
     ( 7              ; 8 execute(A,T) ; 9 U) >

 < b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 U),
     (13 tile=t2      ;14 highlight(t2);15 RP),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

4|13.highlight(t2)    4|13.on_sil(BC-pos)

mhm

...

 

{< a ( 1 action=A=take; 2 prepare(A)   ; 3 U),
     ( 4 tile=t2      ; 5 highlight(t2); 6 RDB),
     ( 7              ; 8 execute(A,T) ; 9 U) >

 < b (10 action=A=del ;11 prepare(A)   ;12 U),
     (13 tile=t2      ;14 highlight(t2);15 RDB),
     (16              ;17 execute(A,T) ;18 U) >}

Variant 1:
provide BC-pos when 
resolved, but only in 
silences

timeout triggers
execution of on_sil
action from TODO,

(exec of highlight 
triggers is-corr? q,
here left out)

4|13 now grounded through
display and backchannel

(as in previous example)

Example 2. Columns as above. “the green cross” is relevant to both action alternatives (take and delete). Is uttered with rising
pitch (trial intonation), which leads to short timeout, at which a confirming BC is uttered.
Resolution / grounding states shown: U, unresolved; RP, resolved, but private (not grounded); I, implicitly raised; RD, resolved,
understanding displayed; RDB, resolved, displayed and BC offered.

Figure 3: Worked Examples


